
Tablets & 
Tutors
Using your Fire Tablet Camera
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Open your Camera

From the Home Screen
Tap on the camera icon (it looks 
like a camera shutter)
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Click on this icon to 
Open your Camera.



Tour of Camera 

▪Swipe from left to change between 
video and still photo

▪Press on Shutter to take a photo

▪Use the circle “avatar” to see your 
photos

▪Tap on the ellipses to get more 
options
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Tap to 
snap a Pic



Snap and View a Picture

▪To take a pic:
1. Point lens towards object (make 

sure cover does not obstruct)
2. Tap on shutter button

▪To view your photo 
1. Tap on the circle “avatar”
2. You will be switched into 

Amazon Photos
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Tap to 
snap a Pic



Snap and View a Selfie

▪ To take a “selfie”:
1. Tap on the ellipsis
2. Tap on the arrow circle

3. You will appear in the view screen now
4. Tap on the shutter button to take the 

photo

▪ To view your photo 
1. Tap on the circle “avatar”
2. You will be switched

into Amazon Photos
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Amazon Photos

▪You can order printed copies from 
Amazon

▪Tap to sort by date and type

▪Tap on the triple dots to get a menu 
for creating a group, album, 
slideshow or go back to your camera

▪Menu of options to share pictures 
with contacts, create an album or use 
more options
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Edit a Photo

▪ Tap on the photo you wish to edit 
and tap on 3 Dot menu button

▪ In pop up menu, select Edit

▪Use the new menu in the bottom 
to markup, angle, filter your photo.
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Share Photos

▪To share one photo:
▪Tap on the photo in Amazon photo
▪Tap on the       sharing symbol
▪ In the pop up screen, tap on Email
▪And, use the Email 

application to address, 
compose and send your 
email with picture.
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More Menu

▪ For sending Amazon Photos link for 
phone or computer

▪ For ordering prints
▪To see pics taken by your tablet
▪Hidden from Amazon 
▪To see photos and videos that have 

both been taken and/or been 
received

▪ Settings – To change AutoSave and 
Notifications
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User Guide for
the Camera 
feature.


